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Casting a new eye on angling

Editorial

W

elcome to the tenth issue of Off
the Scale – where has the time
gone? This digital magazine has
come a long way since first launching in
January 2015 (though work began in early
2014!), not just in terms of design and
functionality but also quality of content.
The feedback we gratefully receive on
a regular basis from all of you confirms
much of our own thinking; the publication
is getting better every time it’s released. An
incredible amount of hard work, passion
and love goes into each and every facet of
Off the Scale and I am pleased to say I can
only see it getting greater as time goes on.
Big plans are afoot, so watch this space.
As usual, there is some fantastic
material contained within the on-screen
pages of this issue, and for a far wider
audience than almost any other angling
publication caters for. Ambitious, yes;
needed, absolutely! However, perhaps
what we are most proud of in Issue 10
is the fact that we have not one but two
juvenile anglers writing passionately about
what they know and love. Our regular “The
Future” section features Jack Curtis (15)
who, even at this tender age, is already
showing promising signs of becoming a
fisheries scientist in years to come. On top
of this, the affable Eoin Foley (14) writes
his second article for us. It is anglers like
these two who are the entire future of our
pastime and they must be encouraged and
nurtured. We will keep doing our bit on this
front!
The ugly head of angling politics
is rearing up more and more frequently
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in recent years. Some try their best to
ignore it but sadly if an issue is so grave
as to affect an entire sport, or at least a
large part of it, then I’m afraid you cannot
afford to ignore it – not unless you don’t
want to continue to have good, peaceful
and relaxing fishing. That may sound like
a contradiction in terms but regrettably it is
the truth. Take the recent bass debacle that
has raged across Western Europe. Without
doubt, it is the lobbying efforts of numerous
recreational sea anglers and organisations
who have forced the hand of many policy
makers, meaning deplorable commercial
quotas have been reduced throughout
the EU (still not enough, though) and the
importance and economic value of catch
& release fishing has been brought even
further towards the foreground. People are
very powerful when they work together for
a common good, and anglers are certainly
no different. No wildlife has its own voice,
fish included, and so it is up to us to fight
for them and their very existence.
As I write this, the weather has finally
turned good; the fishing for loads of species
- game, coarse and sea - has really kicked
off and it is an amazing time of the year to
experience the great outdoors. I hope you
get out for a cast or two to enjoy it!
Peace out,
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THE DIARY OF A FISHING
FANATIC
By Karl Bohan

New
series

Photography by Karl Bohan &
friends

Let

me start this issue ’ s piece by taking you

September 2015. I had managed
to break my tench , carp , roach and
rudd PB’ s and , given the fact that we
were enjoying something of an I ndian
summer , I decided that a new species
needed targeting . I had not managed to
back to

pin down a location where a big bream
was feasible so

decided on the next

And when I say
big I mean heading for 5 lbs . I had only
once before specifically targeted them ,
best thing

-

I

a big hybrid .

and that entailed one full night staring
at the night - light

I

had stuck to the end

of my quiver with chewing gum , as was
commonly done then .
night all those years
and

I

On that wet April
ago , J ames B ourke

managed a nice net full of hybrids

to just under specimen weight .
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Above

Rodney scanning the water for signs of fish on
the recon’ trip

Right

The prebait: flaked maize, corn, hemp and
molasses steeped overnight

O

bviously as I advanced in
my fishing in the years
that followed I caught
some hybrids (both rudd x bream
and roach x bream) as by-catch
whilst out tench and bream
fishing and my personal best
was somewhere around the four
pound mark. I felt these species
needed some attention. And so
after a conversation with a top, yet
modestly quiet angler who wishes
to remain nameless, I had gathered

enough information and taken
enough inspiration to attempt a
couple of late-season sessions
for them on water completely
unknown to me. I am not the kind
of angler who would ever ask a
fellow angler where they are fishing
or where they had caught such
and such; frankly I find this to be
disrespectful. Anybody who knows
me knows my form and I believe
this is why this particular angler
chose to encourage me to chase my
dream hybrid on this lake.
As always I travelled to the
venue a week in advance to survey
the water and search out a swim
likely to hold my intended quarry.
To say I was intimidated would be
an understatement. A vast open
body of water with waves crashing
through the band of reeds along
nearest bank and so it was perfect
the shore. “Where do I start” I
casting range. I dropped my home
thought. But, as I have said before,
made marker and proceeded to
to enjoy anything worthwhile there
must be some difficulty in obtaining scatter my prebait, which consisted
primarily of molasses soaked-flaked
it. With that the dingy was inflated
maize, roughly 15 kilos of it. This
and sonar mounted and I set off
was spread in an area approx. 15ft
in search of the swim that would
square and left to do its magic.
hopefully produce the fish of my
A week later and I was
dreams.
back for two nights and I meant
After a few hours scouting
business. My mind had been in
around I came across an area
overdrive thinking of what had
which had potential. It was 10-12ft
been investigating the baited area.
deep and in fairly clear water with
pretty dense weed
in the surrounding
“ to enjoy anything worthwhile there
areas. It was 50
must be some difficulty in obtaining it
yards from the
Issue 10
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my chances of connecting with a
hybrid, if they even existed!

MARCH 2016

Had the hybrids arrived? Were they
accompanied by big bream? The
thoughts of big bream and hybrids
marauding around the lake bed in
the dead of night had me utterly
scattered and absent minded in the
what seemed like the longest week
of my life! Thankfully the wait was
now over. Two simple bolt rigs were
cast out just as the light faded.
Within five minutes one rod tore off
- this was surreal. I lifted into what
felt a good fish. After a suspiciously
good scrap I slid the net under my
prize. I flicked on my headlamp and
peeled back the weed to discover
a tench! I’m always happy to catch
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Finally spring had sprung and like
many other anglers the coarse gear
had been readied. Hybrids had been
festering in the back of my mind as
the evenings grew longer. I decided
it was time to revisit my “hybrid”
swim and bring some prebait. This
consisted of my usual combo of flaked
maize, hemp, and corn, all steeped
in molasses overnight. The swim was
just as before. Daunting and unfished.
Once again I baited the same area. I
was to return the following weekend
with a friend. To be honest I wasn’t
expecting much as water temperature
had just about reached 5°C, but once
there’s bait in the water you have
always got a chance. The first night
passed without anything of note. On
the second night we were sat out

tench but this was the first time
I was less happy! The next 36hrs
followed a similar pattern and
by the time I was packing up on
the Sunday I had managed over
35 tench up to 5lb 8oz. A great
weekend fishing but I still felt an
itch that needed scratching. Four
more nights through last October in
the swim produced more tench and
I was beginning to think there were
only tench in this lake!
In the days
that followed I
“ the hooked had pulled... It had been no
had formulated
bream. It was the biggest hybrid I had ever
a theory. I think
the hybrids were
seen. It was massive!
there but with the
seemingly endless hordes of tench
under the chilly night sky exchanging
maybe they were being driven away
stories and talking quietly about tales
from the area. I decided to forget
of old when one of my Delkim’s burst
about going back until the following
to life. A short run followed by the
spring when hopefully the tench
indicator falling back was hit instantly.
would still be in a more dormant
Thump, thump, thump - the
state. This I thought would improve
slow steady knocks of what felt like a

Far left

Swim found and prebait dispatched!

Left

Five minutes fishing in the swim and I landed
this lovely tench. It turned out to be the first of
many last Autumn!

good bream. I was a bundle of nerves
as the fight played out. After what
seemed like a long time (probably
only a couple of minutes in reality)
I guided the fish towards my friend
who had waded out and was waiting
with the net, submerged. There were
some last gasp vicious head shakes
in an attempt at freedom and just 2ft
from the net, PING! The rig ended
up behind me and the hook had
pulled! The fish froze momentarily
on the surface, in what seemed like
an eternity, and then turned and
disappeared back into the icy black
water. It had been no bream. It was
the biggest hybrid I had ever seen. It
was massive! That image will forever
haunt me I am sure. No more action
was to follow and with a heavy heart
I packed up in the morning. My friend
consoled me as friends do but I knew
there was only one way to make
things right.
That evening I returned home
and was blabbing on to my long
suffering missus about what had
happened and I am sure she was
thinking “why did you come back at
all!”. I had been replaying the scenario
over and over in my head about
what, if anything, I could have done
differently and I really think it was just
Issue 10
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down to bad luck. That’s fishing. I was
tossing and turning and the following
morning my missus turned to me and
said “go back down and try and get
that fish, I know what it means to
you!” I couldn’t believe I was being let
away again!
So, the following day I got
more supplies and set off once more.
Weather conditions were OK but were
set to deteriorate. Standing alone in
the swim the place looked even more
daunting. A barren lifeless inland sea.
The first night passed by quietly. On
the second night I was sitting out as
dusk approached, scanning the water
when suddenly I saw a large fish roll
very close to the baited area. Was I
imagining things? Maybe I needed to
get more sleep. But then again I saw
another big back break the slick water.
This one even closer to the baited
area. There were fish nearby and my
mind began to race. Had the hybrids
returned? Do hybrids even roll? Surely
they were bream? I sat out until

4:30am in anticipation but
finally tiredness overcame
me and I crawled into bed.
An hour later my receiver
burst to life with a warbling
tune. I scrambled from the
bivvy dragging the sleeping
bag with me and just as I
went to lift the rod it stopped
dead. I couldn’t believe it. I
hit it anyway but felt fresh air.
Pure frustration. I was due
to go home the next day but
opted to stay on for another
night (very understanding
missus!). This was to be my
fifth night in six days and I
was pretty worn out.
I precisely baited
the swim with all the bait
I had left and set my traps
once more. I felt strangely
confident and relaxed. I knew
there was nothing more I could do
and so I sat out watching the water for
signs of fish once again. Sure enough
I spied a fish roll in almost the exact
same spot as before and this was
closely followed by two more rolls
even nearer to the baited area. It had
begun to rain heavily so I retreated
inside to relax and read a book. It was
Left

I also use plenty of hemp and bottle up the
cooking juices for groundbait. The wine is
optional!

Above right

Admiring a new PB hybrid of 6lb, an old
warrior. I was shocked, to say the least!
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roughly midnight and I was just about
to turn out the light when my receiver
burst into song once again. I was out
the bivvy door in record time and hit
the run - thump, thump, thump. “Yes
this feels like a good fish” I thought. I
took extra care and time playing this
one and soon I slid the fish over the
waiting net. It was not the monster I
had lost three nights previously but it
looked to be a new PB! Once I lifted
the fish from the net I became unsure
as to what it could weigh. Luckily the
scales don’t lie and once they had
been zeroed I offered up my hybrid.
I could hardly believe it when they

settled at 6lb even. I never envisaged
a hybrid this big. Its back was as thick
as my fist.
I rang the angler who had
suggested this water to me to break
my news and he was delighted also.
This is one of the greatest things
about fishing, the comradery, the
sheer joy one angler has for the
other’s results – it’s just such a shame
more don’t share this selfless attitude.
As you can guess I slept pretty
soundly that night and the following
morning I took a few snaps of my
prize. The wind and rain made for very
difficult conditions for a self-take
Issue 10
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with the camera tripod swaying in
the gale and the lens being obscured
by the misty rain. But I got a few half
decent shots and released my prize
back none the worse for wear. It was
not the prettiest of fish, a bit tatty but
my biggest to date and I was heading
home walking on air.

Left

Minus 2oC and the bivvy is frozen solid. It was
one crazy, cold Spring

APRIL
water’s surface for signs of life
The first week in April arrived and
as always but there was none.
I found myself with a few days to
Shortly before midnight the clouds
spare. There was only one place I
dispersed and it turned even
wanted to be. I gathered up some
colder, the shimmering night sky
supplies and soon I was on the
painted onto the glassy surface
road back to my “hybrid” swim.
of this mysterious water. It was
The thoughts of that big hybrid
reading -2°C on my thermometer
had filled my mind in the weeks
and a sharp frost had descended.
since I had caught it, but there was
another thought I couldn’t
quite get out of my head.
If that hybrid was 6lb, then
the one that shed the hook
had to over seven! And that
was only in the third week of
Yes; at least, some of them
March, so how big could the
can. Research indicates that first
fish get with some spawn?
I have a habit of marking
generation (F1) hybrids between pure
the water’s edge with a
parents (e.g. female bream & male
bank stick when I arrive in a
roach) are fertile and can spawn with
swim to gauge if it’s rising or
both the parent species and other
dropping. I knew there was
F1 hybrids. Fertility decreases in
bad weather on the way but
subsequent generations of hybrids
you can’t catch fish sitting
and often a hybrid crossing with
looking out the window!
another hybrid may not
The first night was
produce viable fry
bitterly cold. I had been
sitting out watching the

Can hybrids
spawn ?
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A bleep-less night was to follow.
The following morning the rain and
wind that had been forecast well
and truly arrived, with 60km winds
that easily felt twice that and black
clouds as far as the eye could see,
emptying themselves out across the
lands. I baited as usual and worked
the swim as best I could in the

before rebaiting the rods and
settling down for the night. The
S/W wind was blowing straight
in at me and the waves were so
big I had to move my pod back up
the bank for fear of it be washed
away! As I began to fill the spomb I
was startled by my alarm, I hadn’t
heard in it days, sensitivity turned
right down to combat the wind and
waves. Beep……beep……beep.
I figured it was the wave
action playing havoc with the line
but I wasn’t taking any chances

“ My wet gear was soaked through and, if I’m honest,
I was absolutely miserable... I decided to give it one
more night, I don’t know why
awful conditions. By that evening
the lake had risen an incredible
eight inches. Another stormy bleepless night was to follow. My wet
gear was soaked through and, if I’m
honest, I was absolutely miserable!
This was madness, I had to get
out of here... The truth is that the
weather was so bad I didn’t fancy
trying to pack up in it. My two
brollies had fallen victim to the gale
and lay in a crumpled heap behind
the bivvy.
I decided to give it one more
night, I don’t know why. I just
felt I’d be as well sitting here as
sitting at home looking out at it!
Like clockwork I began my evening
ritual of spombing out some bait

and struck it. I felt something small
hanging on. A roach of just under
a pound had found my caster T-rig
just too damn tasty to ignore. I
had to laugh. Three nights of the
worst weather I had ever endured,
and all for one measly roach! But
it gave me renewed confidence
that at least there were some fish
mooching around the bait.
As I rebaited my rod and went
to recast my other alarm burst to
life. I dropped the rod in my hand
as I watch the indicator slowly fall
all the way back. I lifted into the
fish and it felt a good one. It was
a strange fight as the fish kited
around at distance with very little
head shaking at all. Again I thought
Issue 10
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it was a bream. But it felt just a
little too powerful to be one. I
then dared to think “big hybrid” It
woke up about twenty yards from
the shore and gave a really good
account of itself. The waves were
actually helping me to land this
fish and with an outstretched net
I guided it over the threshold of
safety. The horizontal sheets of
rain had me partially blinded and
it wasn’t until I turned away and
placed the net on the unhooking
mat that I realised I had actually
just landed my first tench of the
year! Strangely enough on the exact
same date as the year previous,
April the 6th.
It looked a good fish. I
unhooked her and it flicked
between 6lb 1oz and 2oz on the
scales, so I called it 6lb 1oz. I
couldn’t believe it, I was truly
shocked! Another PB! Three years
chasing a 6lb’er and now here, in

Left

My first tench of the year fell on April 6th and was
another new PB! 6lb 1oz

Below left

A 6lb 1oz and 5lb 9oz tench in successive casts.
The dedication and hard work was paying off
handsomely

Below

The winning rig. An inline lead acting
as a method feeder complete with 2 x
10mm boilies and a few maggots for
added attraction

“ Three years chasing a 6lb’er and now here, in the middle
of nowhere, on the wettest, wildest and coldest April day
you could possibly imagine I had achieved that goal
the middle of nowhere, on the
wettest, wildest and coldest April
day you could possibly imagine I
had achieved that goal. I was over
the moon. I popped her into a sack
and recast both rods. I retreated to
the bivvy to peel off the wet gear
which was now dripping wet. I had
just managed to get comfortable
on the bed when my boilies were
picked up by a tench once again.
After a fairly straight forward fight
and the fish was in the net. This
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one weighed 5lb 9oz. Happy days!
I popped her into the readied softmeshed keep net and recast again.
I was soaked to the bone. I only
had one dry set of clothes left so
again I stripped off and turned on
the cooker to keep the cold from
setting in. Lying back on the bed
after having three fish in the last 20
minutes, including a new PB, I
Issue 10
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“ The scales settled on 6lb 6oz. Another
new personal best. This was the stuff of
dreams for me
thought “I would have taken this
before I set off!” , which honestly
felt like a week ago at that stage.
But faith was to play a part once
more….
My alarm sounded again
shortly after I dried out, and in
nothing more than a pair of jocks
and wellingtons I sprang into the
night air, slipping as I reached the
rods and getting two wet feet in
the process. This was the best take
of all as the bobbin was
stuck to the rod
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and line was peeling from
the reel. I bent into a
good fish at distance and
suspected a good tench to
be responsible. It fought
hard and tore line from
the clutch several times.
In the chaos of the battle
I stood on and broke my
spomb rod but my only
concerns were getting
whatever was attached to my line

into the safety of the net. Gradually
I wore the fish down, clearly
not a tench, and finally another
big hybrid slipped over the net.
Incredibly, this one looked even
bigger than the last!
		
I allowed the fish
to rest up whilst I almost
pointlessly put on my wet
gear, and prepared the
scales. It was slightly
narrower than the last
hybrid but was greater in
depth. The scales settled
on 6lb 6oz. Another new
personal best. This was
the stuff of dreams for
me. I put the three fish
into the large , stakedout keep net as the sacks
were getting washed
around a bit in the
strengthening waves.

I pinned it
front and
back and
kept the
opening
well above
water
level. I
recast
again and
retreated
to the
bivvy.
I had a
feeling
that was
to be the last of the action of the
night but I was wrong. I changed
into the last few dry clothes I had
and text my buddy to tell him the
news. He was delighted, of course.
I was awoken at 4am to
another screeching run. I hit it
as the line was still peeling and
felt myself attached yet again to
something decent. After a short
fight I slid the net under what I
expected to be another tench but
to my surprise I had just netted a
small Dabchick! The boilies were
clearly hanging from its mouth, I
Left

Faith played a part once more. I stuck it out
and found myself in dream land. Another huge
roach x bream hybrid of 6lb 6oz

Above

This fish was narrower than my first “6” but
slightly deeper
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Right

My second monster hybrid
of the season. What a
session it was. I’m
still buzzing!

was shocked. It had managed to
dive over 12ft down and pluck my
bait from the bottom! At least I
knew the rig worked! I unhooked
the poor bird and it disappeared
off to sulk somewhere out in the
black abyss. The following morning
I emerged to see the bottom rim of
the keep net submerged in water.
Panic instantly set in but luckily the
fish were still there - some story
that would have been! I took a
few snaps and released my catch
unharmed, as always.
What a spell of fishing it was.
I had never imagined that two early
sessions would produce three PB’s
but there you go, he who dares and
all that I guess. I’m optimistic for
the coming season, it being only
the third week in April as I write.
Pg 18
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There is a lot to look forward to. A
few swims have been earmarked
for investigation but to be honest I
don’t think I’ll beat these last two
weeks! Next up is an overnighter
for carp down in Cork so hopefully
I’ll bag a couple of nice chunks.
A big thanks to the angler who
has been more than helpful to me
with regards to rigs and all things
fishy. I would most likely still be
chasing my tail without your help
and inspiration. You know who you
are.
Until next time, thanks for
reading and good luck chasing your
dreams,
KB
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Full range of Eye Level
Polaroid glasses now in stock

Carp

Game

Pike

Sea

Coarse

All under
one roof!

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15

Nash Scope Black-Ops shelter
Goes up in seconds!

Sonik Black fly deal
Amazing value €120!

Ireland’s only tackle shop to be part of the
brilliant new Korda24

Reel repair service
Now available!

Saber Floating weigh/
retention sling
Just €36.80

Sonik fold-out
rucksack in stock

Phone us: 01-8991185
Email us: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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Carp Couture clothing
in stock

Ridgemonkey Bivvy-lite
Duo. Massive 2600mAh
rechargeable battery

Now proudly stocking
Nutrabaits

Yuki Invisible line
Does everything braid can!
Come check it out in store
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Tag - A - Ray
2016

Nikki Foley
ray of
The only Painted
Andy
the event went to
Boyce

In 2013 Tralee Bay SAC organised a
competition in collaboration with Dr. Edward
Farrell, chairman of the Irish Elasmo Branch
and Ken O Sullivan, producer of Sea Fever
productions. The purpose of the event was
to gather samples and tag ray in the bay.
French marine biologists are convinced
that Tralee Bay has Undulate ray that are
genetically unique to the area. If this is
proven, then they will possibly be the rarest
species in the world’s oceans.
The competition, now in its third year,
has gone from strength to strength attracting
anglers from all over Ireland and beyond.
The 2016 event was again very
successful with 34 boat anglers and 18 shore
anglers taking part. More fish were tagged
and samples collected for the now ongoing
research in the bay.

Alan Carroll watching
& waiting on Fenit
Pier

Tag -A - R
ay
2016 tota
ls

54 rays la
nde
- 30 Undu d
la
- 14 Thorn te
backs
- 9 Stingra
y
- 1 Painte
d

This year produced three specimen

>>

Carefully tagging an Undulate

Andy McCallion with a beautiful Undulate
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Atlantic Tackle’s &Tralee Bay SAC‘s Chris O
Sullivan with a huge
22.8kg Stingray

Stingrays with the largest caught
by Chris O Sullivan, who is a
Tralee Bay SAC club member.
Weighing in at 22.8 kg (just over
50 lb) this was the highlight of the
weekend. Painted ray, Undulate
ray and Thornbacks were also
caught from both boat and
shore.
		
In total this year over
the two days there were 54 ray
caught, with higher numbers
of undulate ray than seen
previously. The research from
Tag - A - Ray will hopefully start
to shed some light on these
amazing creatures. Over time
it will create awareness on how
important the diversity of marine
life in Tralee Bay really is.
We are already looking forward
to next year!

TRALEE BAY SAC OPEN COMPETITION

The South West Species Hunt
2016

Fundraiser - Irish Home Nations teams

June 11th & 12th
20 euro Senior
10 euro Junior
Trophy for Senior/Junior Winner -Lots of prizes
Sign on and prize giving @The Anvil Bar-Boolteens-Castlemaine
Commences Sat 11th of June @ 9am
Finishes Sunday 12th June at 12.30 pm
No Boundaries
Camera or Phone with camera required
Notification of attendance is required in advance to
enable your own personal card to be printed

e
ly Stingrays, wer
All fish, especial
t
ec
sp
t care & re
treated with grea
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Overall winners To
m McAdam (boa
t)
& Chris O Sullivan
(shore)

Contact Nikki 0879924002 for details or to
register

Team Ireland

Accommodation available, booking essential
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Sidney Kennedy

Sid’s
g
n
i
h
s
Fi

Sidney Kennedy & Dan Lynch

STINGRAYS

A DVENTURES

Join John Fleming on board the Brazen Hussy II
out of Rossaveel & Spiddal for great deep sea
and reef fishing in Galway Bay
Full day trips 9.00am–6.00pm
Half day or evening trips
6.30pm–9.30pm

1

O
Phone: 087-7571320
Email: hello@bluesharkangling.ie
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ver the last few years I have travelled
from Cork and fished for Stingrays in
Tralee Bay for at least ten full days
with my buddy Dan Lynch. With every
trip and every fish landed, we learned
more and more about the bay. Through every
flood and ebb of the tide, we would move
around to different locations and wait for the
next stage to start. As you would expect, we
learned that certain sections of the bay fish
better at different times of the tide. After many
wasted hours (or should I say ‘learning hours’)

1. An early dawn start for our
first Tralee Bay trip of 2016
was needed to fish the start
of the tide

catching nothing, we started to figure out some
patterns on how and where the fish are during
different periods. This year, full of enthusiasm
again after a long winter, we decided to put our
theory to the test, with the plan being to move
to different spots at certain stages’ of the tide.
Even if we were actually catching fish, we were
still going to move.
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The weather
slightly improved in
April this year and as
we had nothing else to
hunt for (coarse and
sea fishing yet to really
kick off) we decided to
give Tralee Bay an early
season start. Our first
boat launch was also
an early morning start
2
and as we arrived at
the renowned “Monk
Hole” on the far side of the bay, we could see
some kayak anglers heading towards us. As we
dropped our baits to the bottom, the kayaks
were starting to anchor-up just outside us.
Don’t get me wrong, it is a cool way to fish but
I think fishing for a species that could severely
injure or even kill you on an oversize surfboard
is quite dangerous. I am not having a go at
kayaking, as I am thinking of buying one myself.
I see their potential and plus points but also
worry that any inexperienced kayak angler
could end up in great difficulty with large fish
such as stingrays or sharks.
As we fished on, the morning breeze
got that bit colder and as the tide started to
turn, I got a typical dogfish-type bite on my
rod. As I picked it up though my reel started
to scream – no dogfish, then! I lifted the rod
firmly to set the hook. With the fish using the
tide to its advantage, it was hard to say how
big it might be. I soon guessed it must be a ray
to hold like that in the flow and maybe even a
decent one to start off with. Sure enough, as
the ray breached the surface for the first time
we could see it was in around specimen weight
(30lb). As it dove for the fifth time I could feel
it was getting tired and the next time it came
to the surface Dan was able to put the net
underneath it. I eased off the pressure and
simply let the tide push it into the net. With
the fish on board we dropped the anchor buoy
over the side and headed to the shore to weigh
it. As the scales hit the 30lb mark, I jumped
with excitement. What a brilliant start to our
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2016 trips after stingers, though in fairness, as
I mentioned earlier, the groundwork had been
put in, in previous years. With the photos taken
and the fish carefully returned, we headed
back out to see if any more big rays were on
the feed.
With the best stage of the tide for this
spot now over, we headed further up into the
bay, to hopefully get ahead of them as they
moved up-tide. With the anchor down on our
second mark it didn’t take long before Dan
got a small but beautifully
marked male Undulate ray.
Just a few minutes later, I
landed a small painted ray.
It was good fishing.
		
As it was
approaching midday and
the tide was starting to
weaken, we decided it was
time to head to the B&B to
freshen up from our 3am
start. With a quick shower
and feed, we were back in
the water heading to spot
number three. The winds
were warmed as the sun
came out. It actually got
so hot sitting in the cabin
that I had to take off my
floatation suit! For Heaven’s
sake though, remember if
you are changing into lighter
clothing, be sure to put your
life jacket on. With just a
few small Thornback rays
and ever-present dogfish
returned it was time to fish
our fourth mark, which was
just a quick and careful spin
across the bay, minding not
to hit the sand bars on the
way. We arrived just as the
tide was at its strongest.
At this stage of the tide,
the fishing is definitely
3
better for Thornback and

2. Kayaking for rays is a growing sport but
if you are unsure of the dangers of fishing
for stingrays try to get a local kayak-fishing
guide to bring you out. Remember, a small
stingray is as dangerous as a big one think safety first!
3. My first specimen stingray of 30lb,
taken on crab - what a start to our
seasonal trips! The hard work of the
previous years was already starting to pay
off...
4. Dan soon got amongst the fish as
well on our first morning, like this small
undulate that was caught on a strip of
mackerel on a size 3/0 hook

4

Undulate. Six or so of each species were
landed in the next two hours, mostly caught
by Dan. Redemption for me was when I landed
a pup tope (my first from Tralee) and a baby
stinger, and just before the fishing tapered off
completely I has a great surprise when I landed
a small but stunning turbot.
The second day, in typical Irish Spring
fashion, was the total opposite; the winds were
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6

7

Cork at around three in the
morning and were fishing by
7am. This time we were going
to fish for the day, without a
break, as our second day was a
disaster the previous week. If
the conditions are good, then
its best to just fish as much as
you can during that period – it
can all change so quickly! With
the boat in the water and our
GPS marks set, all that was left
to do bait our hooks and get
them to the bottom.
A few hours passed
before the tide started to run
this way and that - they were
neap tides. As the tide started
to push into the bay, I landed
an Undulate and then Dan had
one shortly afterwards. With
the rods back in the water we
suddenly saw (I kid you not) a
large Stingray jump out of the
water! As Dan said “DID YOU
SEE THAT?!” his rod was nearly
pulled clean over the gunnel
- thank God his drag was set.

5. A stunning turbot from a
stunning location. A perfect
end to a perfect first trip

5

ten miles faster and coming from the west. The
weed was becoming a problem and the cloud
cover brought the temperatures down to just
six or eight degrees. The swells made it too
dangerous to go into the shallow spots, where
we felt we needed to be. We had to make the
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sensible decision and called it a day, beginning
the wait for the next settled spell.
It was the following Saturday when the
weather forecast was next promised good,
with light winds and good sunny spells. Like the
previous weekend Dan and I headed off from

6. My first tope from Tralee
Bay. It might have only been
a “pup” but it’s encouraging
to see young fish coming
through. I want a bigger one!
7. On our second trip, Dan
also got his specimen
Stingray. This one was 40lb
and almost pulled his rod
over the side of the boat!
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The ray twisted and turned, trying everything
to get free, but luckily for Dan the 3/0 hook
of the simple flowing trace had a good hold.
When I slipped the net under the fish Dan
gave an almighty cheer. We both knew it was
a very good fish. With the boat pulled up on
the shore, the scales spun until it hit the 40lb
mark, what a fish. With the pictures taken we
watched as the fish swam slowly along the
shore and back to the rich waters of Tralee Bay.
With that, Dan, as eager as always to catch
more, started the engine and we went back
fishing.
As we were talking about that fish, and
laughing about that fact that we could go home
now having had a specimen each, my rod
screamed off. In a flash my rod was in my hand
(yes, my fishing rod) and as I was tightening
the drag the fish came quickly up tide at me.
I gathered as much line as fast as humanly as
possible but with the fish kiting across the tide
it was putting a lot of strain on my uptide rod.
It took a couple of minutes more before I got
it on board and like before this stinger brought
the needle over the specimen weight; 33lb to
be exact.

8. Some of the ways I prepare my ray bait; mackerel strip,
sand eel and peeler crab
9. A small stingray is just as, if not more dangerous as a
large one. They can whip their tails twice as fast as their big
brothers and sisters
10. My 33lb stinger gave me that warm feeling you get
when everything goes right

8

9

We stayed fishing for a few more hours
without going to our other spots. We were
more than happy to stay put on this occasion,
given our great results. We had a few dogs but
we didn’t care, we had our specimen stingers
that we had worked so hard for over the past
few years. We were packed up by half three
and home just after six - what a satisfying day!
Catch you next time. Happy fishing,
SK

10
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Inspiring the

next generation
GLENDA POWELL recently helped Bandon
AA to hold their annual fly fishing tuition day
in which youngsters are taught about all
things fish. Read on to find out just why this is
so important for the future of our pastime
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verybody’s path into the world
of fishing differs. Some take it
up when they are young and
others become captivated
as they grow older. Fishing
for me began at the tender age of six
when my Dad arrived home from an
afternoon on the river. My curiosity was
sparked when I saw the beautiful fish
he caught. None of us ever forget our
first fish and can usually recount every
last detail. The humble worm is the
victim of many a youngsters introduction
and it too caught me my very first fish;
a yellow bellied, red-spotted Brown
trout of twelve ounces or so, hooked
under the shade of an old oak tree on a
glorious summers day. As I grew older,
my unorthodox introduction to fly fishing
was hasty and unplanned. One evening
after dinner, I snatched my Uncle’s rod
from his house as my Dad was planning
a night time foray below Innishannon
Bridge. I just couldn’t bear to watch him
catch more Sea trout without getting in
on the action! Every cast I executed that
warm evening as the sun was setting
produced plucks and pulls from parr
and small trout, even though my casting
was understandably sloppy for a ten
year old. Finally, as darkness took over, a

Sea trout grabbed my Lemon Partridge,
making this a most memorable nights
fishing. Looking back, I fondly recall how
I was let loose and not wrapped up in
cotton wool as my Dad fished on a short
distance below me.
The importance of youths
participating in activities of the great
outdoors is more important today than it
has ever been in the past. It is too easy
for children to become entranced in
their smart phones, computer games
and TV without partaking in any social
activities which are important for the
development of the younger community.
Every effort should be made to nurture
a young person’s interest and expose
them to the many hobbies we have in

Pupil turns to master as the fly swings around in the current

order to give them a healthy
and fulfilling childhood. At
Bandon Angling Association
we realise how important
it is to introduce kids to the
world of fishing. They are
the future of this great sport
and will be the protectors of
the environment.

Fish on! Glenda playing out the big one and keeping the pressure on!

This April, world
renowned fly fishing
instructor Glenda Powell
from the River Blackwater
came to visit us on the
Bandon for our annual
juvenile fly
fishing tuition
day. Glenda
possesses
a wealth of
knowledge,
from guiding
anglers on
her beloved
Munster
Blackwater, to
demonstrating

The importance
“
of youths participating

A young girls first time casting a fly rod under the watchful eye of Glenda
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in activities of the
great outdoors is more
important today than it
has ever been in the past

various fly casting techniques to people
all over the globe. Her passion for the
sport, vast experience and gentle way
of teaching, encapsulates the minds of
both young and old. The Bandon Scouts
were in attendance this year and we
began the day in the Town Hall. Firstly,
the youngsters were taught about the
river and the life cycle of the trout and
salmon which live in it. Such simple yet
in depth analysis of what lurks beneath
the water’s surface even had the adults
on the edge of their seats! From trout
feeding on drifting macroinvertebrates
and flies dancing above the water’s
surface, to salmon survival rates and
how 5,000 eggs can quickly amount to
only a few returning adult salmon, the
children were engrossed. You could
see in their faces how every fact and
story was being soaked up as Glenda
commanded the room. In this day and
age, it is also hugely important to teach
these budding anglers the significance
of ‘catch and release’ as a conservation
tool. It was necessary to note that there
is no harm in taking the odd fish every
now and again for the table but to be
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mindful of the trout and salmon’s
future as a species.
After an introduction to the
anglers quarry, concentration turned
to the actual art of fly fishing. Glenda
produced a fly rod and explained the
various elements of tackle employed
and their uses. Teaching the basics
of the rod, reel and line, the kids
were offered a sound background to
the gear involved in ‘fluff chucking’.
Attaching all the various bits and
pieces together, Glenda commenced
casting, showing the kids how the
overhead cast is performed. “Imagine
the paint brush drawing a line straight
across the ceiling and then flick
paint off the brush at the end
of the cast”. Such an analogy
helps us all to imagine
what is needed for a
precise technique
and the kids benefit
from this type of
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teaching as there is no need to be
overly technical. While the indoor
session progressed, children were
invited to have a go at fly casting in
Glenda’s able hands. In no time at all,
it was time to abandon the hall and
go for a cast down at the bank of the
river.
As we gathered at the car park,
buoyancy aids and sunglasses were
provided to every child for safety
reasons. Even as adults, we should
wear eye protection at all times and
life jackets until we are comfortable
with the location we are fishing.
Single handed rods were set up
with reel and fly line, each with a
suitable length of leader and white
wool attached. Having organised
this day months in advance, we
couldn’t believe our luck with
the weather and water.
Everything came
together perfectly

and the winter floods even
gifted us a perfect gravel bar
to practice our fishing! With
the kids split into groups
of four to an adult, casting
commenced.
What a sight it
was to observe twenty
three enthusiastic
children learning
how to fly cast for
their first time.
Every single
one strived
to cast
with utter

What a sight it was
“
to observe twenty three
enthusiastic children
learning how to fly cast
for their first time
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if even a few of
“
them go on to take up

determination and you could
Teaching the kids about the rest of the
see the delight in their faces
aquatic world, like this mayfly nymph, is
as their casting improved.
just as important as the fishing.
Each kid had an adult on
hand to point out the faults
and remind them of the ‘paint
brush’ exercise and by the
end of the morning each child
was casting competently.
Whilst taking photographs,
I overturned a
couple of rocks to
The kids had lots of patience. If only a salmon had taken the fly!
find some stonefly
and mayfly nymphs
which were perfect
for explaining the
importance of water
quality and the
salmonids diet. As
confidence grew
in the children, a
couple attempted to
catch a trout, with
wool replaced by
a fly. Unfortunately,
not a nibble was
experienced by
anyone who tried.
But therein lies a lesson of its own…
running the show once again and
that’s why it’s called fishing and not
teaching us all how it is done. We
catching!
couldn’t recommend her highly enough
and would urge any angling club to
All in all, it was a truly successful
avail of her top class services. She
day. The morning session with the
has recently launched a new website,
children lasted nearly three hours
http://www.glendapowellguiding.com
and that is more than enough for
which details everything you need to
any beginner, as you do not want to
know about acquiring her professional
overload their minds and run the risk
services. Finally, special mention should
of boring them. Each person left that
go to Kinsale Outdoor Education Centre
morning with a seed planted and if
for providing us with buoyancy aids
even a few of them go on to take up
and the Munster Arms Hotel Bandon for
fishing, than our jobs have been well
supplying the adults with much needed
and truly done. The next trick now is
refreshments!
to continue our teaching and follow
through with another day of fishing, be
JN
it the parents, scouts or ourselves to
Twenty-three tired but happy and interested youngsters on the Bandon
really get the children hooked. Many
thanks must go to Glenda Powell for

fishing, than our jobs
have been well and
truly done
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Find us on

15% discount for all clubs & organisations
Email:
signmantt@gmail.com

Find us at

1 Harbour St.,
Mullingar
Tel: 044-93011333

ALL the top brands, for ALL types of fishing

Phone:
086-6487773 / 085-8334577

Club & fishery signage
Vehicle & shop signwriting
Promotional products
Fliers & business cards
Email:
stickersmadness@gmail.com
Phone:
085-8334577

Custom fishing stickers!
Scaled fish replica cutouts
Memororablia plaques
Photo mounting
Unique loyalty card available in store
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A new craze:

species hunting
By Eoin Foley
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here has been a species hunt craze in recent
times and with good reason. Species hunting
is very competitive and when you start it sort of
takes over and before you know it, you find your mind
wandering off to species big and small.
It’s only in the last few years that species
hunting has become very popular. It really is a lot of
fun and brings a new dimension to the way you fish.
It will make you explore areas that you have never
been before and catch fish that you probably never
knew existed. I certainly didn’t know there were so
many different Gobies, from leopard spotted to red
mouthed.
I became interested in catching as many
species as possible two years ago, when I took part
in a national competition ran by the Irish Federation of
Sea Anglers (IFSA). It was exciting and at the end of
the first year I had amassed 26 species; I came 2nd
in the juniors and I was only beaten on the last day by
one fish.
It’s not all about the fishing though, I have
made so many friends that also enjoy the challenge of
finding new species. Some will share the info’ of their
catches and others won’t – that’s fishing I suppose!
Species hunting can be very beneficial overall as
you learn lots of techniques and lots of different bait
tactics and traces. It’s a never ending search finding
out new species. Knock one of the list and it’s on to a
new one.
Joining a Facebook group can also be very
helpful in your quest, as you will get to mix with

anglers who might have a lot of experience in
fishing. The group I would recommend is Shore and
Boat species hunt. I am currently an admin on this
particular group and its ran very well. All the admins in
the group would be happy to help anyone who needs
information and they run a very good competition with
regular updates. You can see what fish are out there
at a certain time of year and you will get inspiration to
get out and try for rare and unusual fish.
Whether you are thinking about going it alone
or taking part in a competition, the best way to
approach species hunting is to get all the easy ones
out of the way first. Of course these species will vary
depending on where you live but generally flounder,
dogfish, coalfish, whiting, mackerel, bass, conger
eels would be among the least difficult to track down.
Then focus on the rest, go to new venues, try out new
traces and hooks. Get onto Google and do a bit of
research. Find out what bait does the trick, and what
you need to look out for. I can guarantee you will be
hooked before you know it!
So get out, get fishing and catch as many
species as you can and don’t forget to keep a record!
After all, you may want to go out and do it all again
next year. Please remember that while species
hunting is thoroughly enjoyable, it’s important to
remember catch and release, and take care when
handling the fish. They will be there for you to find
again another day.
EF
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White-tailed Bumblebee

Swallow

Scientific name: Bombus lucorum

Off the Scale

Scientific name: Hirundo rustica

One of the earliest emerging bee species in
Ireland, of which there are 20. Like all bumblebees,
the White-tailed does not make honey.
Bumblebees can sting but are not aggressive. Only
females can sting, and they can sting more than
once (unlike most wasps). As with all bees, they
are hugely important in pollinating wildflowers,
especially clover which is vital for agriculture

A migratory bird which many associate with the
arrival of Spring. Swallows spend the winter in
southern Africa before migrating to Europe for
the summer. A common and easy species to
see, especially near freshwater. Swallows feed
exclusively on insects caught in flight and can often
be seen “batting” or swooping near the water’s
surface at surprising speed when feeding.

Ronald Surgeoner

#otslookout

On the l

kout...

Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this May and June
Off the Scale

Thrift

Green-veined White
butterfly

Scientific name: Armeria maritima

A small native plant with attractive pink flowers,
which blooms from April onwards. Also known as
Sea Pink. Can be seen all around our coasts, from
cliff tops to beaches to roadsides. A white coloured
variety may also occasionally be seen.

Scientific name: Pieris napi

An early-flying butterfly,
common throughout Ireland.
Seen from mid to late April
onwards. Typically found
in damp meadows, woods
and gardens, often beside
freshwater. Adults lay eggs
mostly on the Cuckoo-flower
(as in picture)

Scientific name: Myotis daubentonii

Off the Scale

A native wildflower that usually flowers from late March until June. Very common, especially
beside water and damp woodlands. Large white to pinkish-almost purple flowers, grows to 60cm
in height. It is also known as ‘Lady’s Smock’ as the flower was said to resemble a milkmaid’s
smock.
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E.B White

Daubenton’s bat

Cuckoo flower (Lady’s
Smock)

Scientific name: Cardamine
pratensis

“ Always
be on the
lookout for
wonder ”

Many of Ireland’s 10 bat species feed
near water but none more so that
the Daubenton’s. They can be easily
spotted flying low along a freshwater’s
surface at dusk and throughout the
night, feeding on insects such as caddis
flies and midges. Daubenton’s are
Dietmar Nill
small bats (10cm long) and roost under
bridges, building ruins, old trees and
damp caves. Individuals may travel up to 10km away from the roost to feed and can fly at speeds
of up to 25kph. Like all bat species in Ireland, Daubenton’s are protected under the Irish Wildlife
Act (1976) and EU Habitats Directive.
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Another season begins...
Anthony Baggot
Photography by Anthony Baggot & friends

I

t begins with a phone call. Phillip, my fishing partner of many
years, is a man of few words – “opening day next week – any
plans?”

And suddenly the early season gloom
dissipates, and the odyssey begins again.
It’s time again for the triumph of hope over
experience, and the season ahead lies like a
canvass awaiting the artist to put his mark on
it. The long lay-off and the winter nights spent
at the tying vice have whetted the appetite
and we set off like schoolboys giddy with
expectation.
Early season fly fishing can be a bone
chilling experience and it is two anglers
resembling waterborne Michelin-men who put
out on that first magical day. We will spend
some time comparing new angling equipment
and once again I reflect that for a relatively
simple sport one seems to need a truckload
of stuff to set out. A chat with some old
friends, not seen since last season, is part of
the tradition of the opening day, and not for
the first time it comes home to me that the
pleasure of angling has really very little to do
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with catching lots of trout. A few years ago we
would invariably be heading up the middle of
Greenfields Bay on Corrib but lately we find
Mask just as productive – or not.
However, the recipe is basically the
same. We will spend our time fishing over
shallows that provide feeding for trout. If you
can’t touch the bottom with an extended oar
then you’re too deep for this type of fishing.
Personally I find that something “shrimpy”
with a touch of hot orange fished on an
intermediate line can do the business. As
most of my friends know I am the ultimate
pragmatist and do not want to agonise over
the whys and wherefores of fly fishing. If a fly
works, use it, even if you don’t know why. A
small golden olive bumble has worked for me
and I am convinced that trout nosing about for
shrimpy looking stuff among the rocks find it a
passable imitation.
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Despite past success, on this particular
day the trout of Caher Bay do not seem to be
too impressed by my in-depth knowledge of
their feeding patterns and by lunchtime only a
couple of ‘rockbabies’ have been returned to
the water. Squally showers and winds coming
from points north are not a good recipe for
fly fishing so we motor into a quiet inlet for a
long leisurely lunch, with the Kelly kettle on
a rolling boil and the smell of wood smoke in
our nostrils. All seems good with the world as
we chat amicably, telling tales of other days.
I pull out the camera and take a few shots,
acutely aware that in a few short years these
will become important records of a day that
we shouldn’t take for granted. As we pack up
after lunch, Phillip smiles and reminds me to
pack the camera, referring to a day some years
ago when my wife gave me a birthday present
of a Canon, which I promptly lost on its maiden
voyage on an island on Lough Corrib. Lesson
learned; I now do a mental check list when
packing up at lunch and at the end of the day!
Back on the water we head north
for the Rocky shore and the long sheets of
shallows that we can glide over, hopefully
coveting feeding trout. I nod towards the river
inlet as we pass Cushlough - “ a good duckfly
hole in a few weeks” Philip nods and without
doubt reflects that my local knowledge rarely
transmits itself into a good day’s angling.

rose at that exact moment and I missed it.
Grizzly took the crooked stemmed pipe out
of his mouth and knocked it savagely on the
gunnel. “Keep your f***ing eyes on those flies,
even if a space-ship crashes in those hills!” he
spat. I can remember ending the day with a
little eyestrain.
Snapped out of my daydream, Phillip’s
rod whizzes upwards and he is playing a trout
and as usual I reach for the net to throw it to
him - no net! “Where’s the net?” “Home in
my shed!” I gesture towards the base of the
Kelly kettle which I had once used to flip a two
and a half pound trout aboard on Lough Conn
many years ago. “No need” says Philip, “he’s
going back”. Shortly, a nice trout is landed
with damp hands and after a quick pose for a
photograph he is flicking his tail for the crevices
in the mighty slabs of rocks below us.
later.

There is a jaunty air as we tackle down

The first trout of the season has been
landed. We have once more survived the
Winter, and have returned; greyer, creakier,
ring-rusty but still there. Very much still there.

“ it comes home to me that the pleasure
of angling has really very little to do
with catching lots of trout “

AB

The afternoon is a bit more pleasant and
the showers have moved on. The lines flick out
gracefully and we are lost in thought. I look at
the Partry Mountains wearing their woolly hats
today, and smile as I remember an incident
with ‘Grizzly’, the un-forgiving boat-man with
whom I had learned (or attempted to learn!)
my trade.
We were fishing dry flies during a sparse
mayfly hatch in College Bay. I took my eyes
off the flies for a moment and was admiring
the shadows that the clouds threw on the
magnificent mountains. Inevitably, a trout
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The life of a small boat angler

Words by Barry Murphy Photography by Barry Murphy & friends

M

arch and April saw an improvement in
weather conditions and for boat anglers
it also saw a rise in the amount of days
suitable for getting afloat. The only problem
lately has been the lack of a settled spell
for any period of time, with only a few
good days in-between the bad days. Of
course, typically the good days are always
days when you’re busy! But since the
last issue an improvement in the weather
and the fishing in general was seen with
improvements in catch reports across the
web. I haven’t been getting out as much
as I’d planned but I did fish a few shore
competitions which produced good bags
of cod to around 2.5lb and some nice
flounder. I also managed to get two boat
trips in. The first was a boat competition
aboard a charter boat
and the second was out
in my own boat to try for
the increasingly growing
number of bass showing
over the last few weeks.

brainer. So, a new plan was formed and
it was mutually agreed to hit some of the
reef marks off Hook Head. With the water
temperatures down for the time of year,
everything is a bit behind. Also, April is a
month when the amount of species and
quantity of fish is normally lower than in the
more productive summer months.
The skipper based in Duncannon
kindly agreed to picked us up in Dunmore
at 9am and save us the trip down from
Ballyhack. We had a good turn out with
a full boat made up of ten anglers, the
good weather made getting numbers
easy. With the gear loaded on to the boat
it resembled a tackle shop, the amount of
tackle on board meaning no one would be
short of anything for sure! There was a wide
range of bait with fresh crab, lug, squid
and wraps but the main baits for the day
would be rag
and mackerel.

The
skipper
had
us
at
the
mark,
anchored up
Our
first
club
and
ready
(Rinnashark SAC) boat
for lines down
competition of the year
at
twenty
was booked for Sunday
past
ten.
17th April out of Dunmore
Expectations
East aboard the charter
were
frankly
One of many Ballan wrasse that fell to ragworm in our recent
boat Orinoco. This trip club competition
not that high,
coincided with the best
being so early
spell of settled weather of the year so far.
in the year but what the next four hours of
Originally the plan was to fish the inner
the competition held in store was a nice
estuary as a light lines-type competition
surprise. Even though it wasn’t amazing
but with it getting later in the season
fishing it was still very steady, enjoyable
and the winter species starting to leave
sport with some good hard fighting Ballan
the estuary, the prospects of a scratchy
wrasse and pollock coming up from the
days fishing made changing plans a nodepths. From the competition side of
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“
things, it was a very closely fought with
Conor Purcell winning the day. The most
prolific species were the wrasse, which
mostly fell to rag baits on three hook
flappers. Ragworm is always a good bet
when targeting numbers of wrasse.
Once quotas of Ballan’s were
reached, finding other species became a
bit more difficult. The wrasse were followed
closely by pollock, with *gilling accounting
for the majority but some were taken
on flyers (sliding traces) with rag worm.
There were eleven species of fish caught
on the day which included dogfish, Poor
cod, cod, coalfish, ling, nicely coloured
Cuckoo wrasse, Ballan wrasse, pollock,
pout, Goldshinny wrasse and a very rare
catch for Declan Flanagan, a Tadpole
fish. While enjoying the fishing at anchor
we were joined by a pair of dolphins who
came over for a look. There can be few
other hobbies that allow you to experience
such amazing sights as this. Also we had a
troublesome seal which took two pollock
on the retrieve, nearly spooling my reel
before he got away with the fish. From
talking to other boat anglers the increasing
numbers of seals seems to be leading to
a lot more cases of fish steals. One angler
explained how on a recent trip out of
Cork that up to 60% of the pollock hooked
were taken by seals, sometimes with just a
head coming back in, other times the fish
completely gone. Fortunately our sport
wasn’t disturbed to this degree.

*

Ragworm is always a good
bet when targeting numbers of
wrasse

Rag, rag and more rag! A killer bait for wrasse and many other
species

An unusual tadpole fish caught during the comp. One of 11
species on the day.

WHAT IS GILLING?
Gilling is a simple method of fishing baits (usually soft plastics like jelly
worms etc.) slowly at depth, typically from a boat. A lead is fished
on a boom to prevent tangles and attached to this is a long trace.
Gilling allows you to slowly retrieve the bait off the bottom, or keep it
near the seabed where fish such as pollock usually hang out
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During the competition the numbers
of cod were low and the few caught were
small in size. To finish off the day, once the
competition was over, we upped anchor
and drifted over some very rough ground
which normally holds a few bigger cod.
The plan was to get a few decent cod for
the table. By the time we started to drift we
had just gone past the top of the tide and,
as a result, the fishing on the drift was a lot
less productive with only a few pollock and
wrasse to show for the ten anglers. As with
shore fishing the state of the tides have a
huge impact on boat angling. One of the
pluses of charter angling over small boat
angling is that a bigger group of anglers
can fish, meaning plenty of banter, of
which on the day there was no shortage!
With the first club competition of the year
behind us we are looking forward to our
second competition out of Dungarvan at
the end of May.

On Friday the winds swung around to the North East
which is not great for any type of fishing but really bad
for bass fishing

Finally the crab have started their spring moult in earnest. Time to stock up
for the lean times again!

*

W

ith the improved weather, finally crabs have
started to peel in greater numbers. This is
very welcome as they have been a bit hit
and miss this year so far. A quick check of
the traps a few days after the competition
produced five dozen good crabs. In my
opinion there is no better excuse to wet a
line than when you manage to get some
nice, fresh crab – they just have to be
used! Coupled with this we also had over
100 ragworm left from Sundays charter trip.
Looking at tides and, vitally, free time a
plan was put together and Friday the 22nd
April was the day my friend Conor and I
decided to head out. Looking at recent
reports, there were good numbers of bass
showing along the Waterford coast. Having
crab and rag as bait we decided to try a
mark in the estuary. On Friday the winds
swung around to the North East which is
not great for any type of fishing but really
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WHAT IS UPTIDING?
Simply put, uptiding is a method of fishing
baits on the bottom in strong tidal flows,
when baits cast “downstream” may well
be lifted off bottom and not fish effectively.
Uptiding involves casting up-tide with a grip
lead and paying out slack line so that it
forms a bow in the current. This bow relieves
the pressure from the flow on the end rig
and ensures it stays in position until a fish
comes along! Bites are usually slack liners
(dropbacks)

The first fish to show on my bass trip were these two lovely big flounder at 1lb 12oz and 1lb 9oz

bad for bass fishing, in my experience. But
our minds were set and with bait to be used
we went ahead with the plan regardless.
It was early afternoon when we
arrived at Dunmore East and it was not long
before we got the boat in the water, which
was just on the bottom of the tide. A short
spin in favourable conditions soon saw us
approaching the chosen mark, which on
low Spring tides is very shallow at just 2 to

3 feet. As we were being very specific on
the species we were targeting we had cut
our tackle right down, only bringing the
minimum for a change. Traces for the day
were two and three hook flappers and a
mixture of both plain and grip leads. Plain
leads were to be used early in the tide and
as the flow strengthened a change to grip
leads and *uptiding tactics would come
into play.

Once the anchor was set the rods
were quickly set up and a few crab peeled.
Within no time we both had baits in the
water. The first cast of the day produced
a flounder for me, falling to rag worm bait
on the top hook of the three hook flapper.
As expected, things went quite after that.
The North East wind was cool and it was
constantly threatening to rain with the
odd drop or two falling. After about forty
minutes of a slack period we got a little
burst of fish. First up I had a nice double
shot of flounder weighing 1lb 12oz and 1lb
9oz, the first of which was nearly 50cm and
if not spent would easily make a specimen
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A small schoolie came my way despite the poor conditions

later in the year. Next I had what we came
for, a bass albeit a small one, who gave
a good account of himself on light gear.
After a few scale samples were taken the
fish was released. Over the last two years
I have been taking scale samples and
sending them off to Inland Fisheries Ireland
to help in their bass conservation research
and surveys. There are a lot of anglers
out there doing this and for anyone into
fishing this is a worthwhile task as the data
received from the samples is sent back
to you and it’s interesting to see the data
on the fish you have caught, such as the
growth rate and age. Helping in taking
scale samples and looking out for tagged
fish will help gain data and information
on bass stocks and will help greatly in
conservation methods and supporting fish
populations in the future.
Over the next few hours a steady
stream of good flounder came aboard
to a mixture of crab and rag worm baits.

“
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I
am
looking
For more info
forward to the next
month; we will probably on IFI’s bass
stick to the bass for the tagging click
next few weeks and to the right
hopefully by the end of
May the smooth hounds
will start to show. The
freezer is already being
stocked with frozen
crab, as normally by the
time the smooth hounds
show up the spring
moult is over and crab
is scarce. Also come
the end of May the reef
fishing should be in full
swing with better sizes
and greater numbers
of cod and pollock.
There might even be a
few mackerel about to
Please make note of the new bass
add some fresh bait to
regulations
which have recently come into
the mix and a chance
My boat partner Conor with another decent flounder
to get some mackerel force.
back in the freezer. The remains of last
year’s supply has been used up over the Catch you next time,
Another smaller bass of around a pound
last few sessions. It’s onwards and upwards
was also caught. All the flounder caught
BM
from here people!
were of decent size with a lot of them
measuring 40-50cm. We had cut down our
gear but still included our spinning rods and
so as the tide filled and we had a bit more
depth we both had a go with the lures for
bass but no takes or follows occurred. As
Anglers fishing for bass in Ireland are now bound by
we were at anchor it was not ideal. Also
we were not near any structures that might
articles 10.5 and 10.6 of the recently introduced EU
suit spinning but you never know, it’s always
Regulation 2016/72 which stipulates:
worth a try. The North East winds are also
far from ideal weather conditions for lure
fishing for bass. That’s enough excuses! This
Catch and release for bass between January 1 and June
was a short trip on a Friday afternoon which
produced some good fish. This is one the
30
bonuses of small boat angling as you can
quickly adapt to the type of fishing that is
producing well at certain times of the year.

One the bonuses of small boat angling as you can quickly
adapt to the type of fishing that is producing well at certain
times of the year
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**** NEW BASS REGULATIONS ****

A bag limit of 1 fish per day from July 1 to December 31

There is no longer a closed season for bass in Irish waters
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enmare Bay in Co. Kerry is
widely renowned as a top
angling mark for targeting
the Spurdog. This species
is a member of the shark family and is
easily identified by the white spots and of
course the sharp spurs that are found at
their main two dorsal fins. These spurs are
extremely sharp and also secrete a venom
which is something to keep in mind when
handling these fish. The Spurdog can be
found throughout a number of locations
around our Irish coastline with Kenmare Bay
producing large specimens frequently when
they are present and feeding. Each year I like
to pencil in a day or two targeting them here
as they prove to be an excellent fighter on
light tackle.
Preparations for targeting the Spurdog
start with choosing the location to fish.
Kenmare Bay is a large amount of water to
cover and using the kayak allows me to fish
areas that are not possible to access while
shore fishing. I like to check my depth charts
for the area and then decide on where
would be my best chance of getting into
some fish. A mark I like to fish has a water
depth of approximately 30ft with a tide
running. When a few likely locations have
been chosen I add their coordinates to my
GPS which makes locating the mark on the
day very handy and puts me almost on top
of the mark every time. Because of the tidal
run present in the bay I anchor up with it fed
through my anchor trolley system so that it is
directly out of the back of the kayak. This way
my rods can be fished directly out in front
of me with the tide flowing from behind.
Planning the outing around the weather
and tides is the biggest factor when fishing
from the kayak as safety is the number one
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HOW DO YOU JOIN
FLUORO TO WIRE?

priority, and having prior knowledge to the
day ahead is key to an enjoyable and safe
day out.
Tackle setup consists of taking a
simple approach and really gearing up with
rods and reels that are capable of handling
a specimen Spurdog, whilst not being too
heavy and taking away from the sport of
catching them. For this reason I like to use
a medium to heavy spinning outfit and
spinning reels or small baitcasters loaded
with Daiwa J-Braid. The breaking strain of the
braid is really down to personal preference,
as the new braided lines on the market have
such thin diameters that simply whatever
feels good on the reel and the accompanying
setup is always a good guideline.
Spurdogs do have teeth, as they feed
on a variety of fish species, and with this
in mind it is a good idea to include a short
length of nylon coated wire to stop the fish
biting through the trace. I am not very keen
on the idea of using heavy wire and I have
found that 20lb breaking strain is plenty. It is
still easy to work with and allows me to get

Joining fluorocarbon to nylon coated
wire can be done by forming two figure
of eight knots which are pulled together.
Note that a bit of lubrication must be used
as to not burn the fluorocarbon when
pulling the two knots tight against each
other. I find this knot does the job
just fine and makes for a neater
presentation than using
crimps and swivels.

Above left: A recent spurdog off the
‘yak from Kenmare
Left: My “double figure of eight” knot
arrangement for joining fluorocarbon
and wire
Below: Fresh sandeel is hard to
beat for spurs

away from using crimps by rather joining it
to my fluorocarbon trace and tying it directly
to the hook. A simple single hook ledger rig
is perfect but sometimes a pulley rig is used
depending on the conditions. For Spurdogs
I cut down on the amount of beads and
attractors but rather add a small length of
glow tubing just above my hook. I like to use
the least weight I can and the factors that
determine the size of the weight I choose is
the speed of the tidal run and also my rod
and reel setup. Hook size will depend on
the size of the bait being used and a Cox
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and Rawle Uptide Extra hook in a
4/0 size I have found to work really
well. Of course the hook is your
own choice but I have had most of
my success on this pattern.
Sitting in my chosen location
with the anchor out and my rods
rigged up ready to go, it is now
time to bait up. Once again, the
Spurdog preys on a vast variety of
fish species and thus it only makes
sense to use a bait that would be
commonly available naturally in
the area that is being fished. With
this in mind the bait of choice for
me is good quality, fresh sandeels
and mackerel. Having the bait
as fresh as possible is always my
preferred option and most tackle
stores supply a selection of blast frozen baits.
Rigging the sandeel by threading it up the
shank of the hook and removing its tail is a
good tip as this will reduce the bait spinning
in the tidal flow. If using a smaller sandeel
I will sometimes add two, side by side, to
create a larger bait (these, of course, would
be bound
together
WHAT FEATURES
with bait

?

NUMBER ONE TIP
FOR SPURDOGS?

Having good bait presentation
by using top quality fresh bait and
a trace setup to give this good quality
presentation. Having a good bait
presentation will give the angler more
confidence and this is a key aspect
to all my fishing. I am a great
Fishing for
believer in fishing with
Spurdogs off
confidence
the kayak can

elastic) Another option I use is combining
sandeel and mackerel to make fish bait
cocktail.

The moving tide seems to get the
Spurdog moving and when the tide is running
either out or in, the Spurdogs feed. There is
a lull in action during the dead stages of the
tide and this is the time to make sure all the
rigs are ready for when the water starts
ARE YOU LOOKING
moving again. When a Spurdog takes it
FOR?
can be quite deceiving as it may just be
a few rattles on the rod tip but striking
into the fish makes you realise that
Kenmare Bay has a silty muddy
on the end of the line is a good
bottom and it is more the depth that I
fish. Other times a Spurdog can
am looking for. A channel or area that
pick up the bait and run without
any warning that there is something
looks like the fish might be traveling
interested in the bait. The fight is one
through. Finding these patrol
of short powerful runs and solid head
routes proves to yield more
shakes. Once on the surface they have a
tendency to thrash around as they try and
fish than just anchoring
dislodge the hook from the gaping mouth.
up anywhere.
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be a rewarding
experience. When
they are present in Kenmare Bay it can
be a great day out with light tackle. It is a
scenic area to fish and is surrounded by
breathtaking views when anchored up in
the bay. Sometimes just forgetting about
the fishing and taking in what is around me
really is what makes the day out even better
than landing a good number of fish.
Until next time, be safe and enjoy your
fishing,
IB

Top: The beautiful yet sinister eye of
a spurdog
Above: A nice Kerry spur comes to
kayak...
Right: ...and goes straight back to
its home
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Visit us at:

9am-5
at
Mon-S

Open

pm

Unit 44
Argyle Business Centre
Belfast
BT13 2AP

Belfast
C
Angling

entre

fishingtackle2u.co.uk

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast City centre,
our store promises big things and delivers! Our range of tackle is
enviable and we stock all major brands at competitive prices!

POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our
30 peg circular lake, which has produced
winning catches of up to 87lb. Fish to 10lb+

THE BEST
PRICES!

Click here to take a
walk through our store
Call us: 02890 313156		
Email us: sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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McKees
Bangor’s Angling
Superstore
Don’t
16 Balloo Avenue
t!
e
g
r
o
f
Call 02891 454983
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Stockists of quality
Game, Carp, Pike,
Coarse and Sea tackle
Contact us:

065-679 7450

www.fishingtackleireland.ie

Rovex Ceratec
C4 reels
from

€39.99

StrikePro
Pig Shads
from just

€12.99

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

Find us:

Savage Gear
3D Line Thru
trout from
just

€15.99

TFG Match
Boss seatbox
only

Jerkbait
combo (Rovex

rod, Grauvell
reel with 20kg
braid)

only

€249.99

Wychwood Truefly
rods from

€89.99
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*** Be sure to check out our ***
WEEKLY SPECIALS on our site!

€129.99
Pros 680g
chest
Large selection
waders
of CC Moore
just

€59.99

bait/additives
in stock

Beach
casting
combo
(Jarvis
Walker
rod & reel) only

€85

Free shipping on all orders over €100!
Issue 10
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Simply put, kids are the future of everything – politics,
business, sport, the environment and, of course, fishing. It is up
to current generations to nurture them, to encourage them and
to teach them. However, some young anglers appear to need
little coaching and are already way ahead of their years in terms
of ability and knowledge.

“ISSUES WITH WATER
QUALITY”
Written by Jack Curtis (15)

H

i my name is Jack Curtis and I am a
member of Gormanston and District
Anglers in Co. Meath. I mainly fly
fish but I have done coarse and sea fishing
in the past. I have had an interest in fishing
since the age of five when I got a starter
kit as an Easter present and went out and
caught my first fish, which was a perch.
I enjoy fishing all over Ireland and have
fished almost every county. While I was
on a holiday, fishing the Moy in Foxford, at
a fishing shop in Castlebar, I first met the
editor of Off the Scale Bill Brazier, along
with Ross Macklin. As a 13 year old angler
I listened to a passionate Ross telling me
that young anglers like me are the future.
My fishing club was having a major
problem with weed at the time in Wavin
Lake, which rendered fishing from the
bank during the summer months almost
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impossible. I took on board what I had
heard and when I returned to school,
Ardgillan Community College, at the end
of the summer I got the opportunity to
enter the BT Young Scientist Exhibition.
It was believed that an invasive
weed (Elodea canadensis, Canadian
pondweed) was in the lake and that it was
what was causing the huge weed problem
that had taken over the lake. However,
on further study it appeared that it was
in fact Myriophyllum spicatum (Spiked
water milfoil) which is a native weed to
Irish waters. The Canadian pondweed
would only become a problem during
the winter months when it thrived in the
colder weather during which the milfoil
died back. But this begged the question,
why is this native weed growing so out of
control?

Not only does young Jack Curtis show promising signs of being a
very good angler, he also demonstrates a scientific insight of all
things water related way ahead of his age. At the tender age
of 15 Jack has already written a scientific report on excessive
weed growth in a lake due to nutrient enrichment - something
that usually requires a college degree to fully comprehend!
This study actually won Jack first prize in his category at the BT
Young Scientist Exhibition. We felt people should know more not
just about this young inquisitive mind but also the major issue of
declining water quality in Ireland. Take it away, Jack.

Gormanstown Angler’s Wavin Lake is surrounded by farmland

I decided to take some water
and soil samples to test for nitrates,
phosphates, pH and oxygen levels. I used
various testing kits and experiments to
test for each of these and what I found

was quite shocking. In parts of the lake
the nitrate and phosphate levels were
very high and these were also the areas
with the most weed growth. There were
also areas with low levels of nitrates and
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The excessive weed in Wavin Lake turned out to be Spiked water milfoil, a native Irish plant
that usually causes no problems at all. What was going on?

phosphates which had a healthy balance
of weed. The area of the lake with the
high levels of nitrates and phosphates
had very few reeds along the bank as it
was an area where people working on the
lake had removed the reeds over previous
years. However, in contrast, the area with
low levels of nitrates and phosphates had
a nice thick layer of reeds along the bank
along with willow trees which remove a
large amount of the nutrients from the
water that runs off the bank and into the
lake.
The reason for the excessive levels
of nitrates and phosphates was due to
fertilizers being used on the surrounding
farmland, which runs into the lake after
rain. This run-off also enters the lake
through a small feeder stream whose
current flows in the direction of the main
jetty area which had the highest levels
of nitrates and phosphates. The area
with the reeds and willow trees also was
completely surrounded by farmland and
showed high levels of nutrients.
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Due to this mass weed growth the oxygen
levels of the lake had significantly reduced
to levels which were not ideal to support
trout. They were more suited to coarse
fish such as pike and perch which is not
desirable for a trout fishing club wanting
to fish for trout! The weed was also, in
places, too dense for fish to navigate and
many of the solutions provided in the past
by Inland Fisheries Ireland, such as cutting
the weed, would only make the problem
worse as even without the added nitrates
and phosphates milfoil can grow from a
single small piece into a whole new colony.
This, of course, takes time but with such
high levels of nitrates and phosphates it
could re-grow rapidly.
It is important to protect the quality
of water in Ireland as both directly and
indirectly it brings millions of euro into the
economy annually between Irish anglers
and anglers from abroad coming to fish
some of the amazing fishing venues the
country has to offer. To me it seems that
the government is afraid to address the

issue of excess nutrients from agriculture
for fear of public outrage. After all, farming
is one of our main sources of employment
and revenue. However, I think that the
current solutions to the problem being
pointed out are not the only solutions
available.
As far as I can see, there is a whole
government department meant to be
looking after issues such as these - Inland
Fisheries Ireland, who if the government
provided more funding to could spend
more time and resources on cleaning up
rivers and lakes, benefiting our economy
and environment hugely in many ways.
Sadly, this seems like too much hard work
for those in charge. I strongly believe
that the government should give further
funding to a department who manage a
sector that gives so much to the economy
and an area which many families depend
on as a source of income. It is also a
popular hobby which many people are
extremely passionate about and it is in
Jack with a nice rainbow from the lake

many cases a stress reliever for a lot of
people. In other words, our freshwater
environments need protecting.
In my Young Scientist project I
found that the best solution to the weed
growth problem is jute matting, which
is a sack-like material that decays after
two years. It kills the weed as it takes
away sunlight and suffocates the weed
preventing it from photosynthesising.
This method works best on more invasive
species such as Canadian pondweed as it
allows the indigenous plant life which has
seeds in the rocks and other material at
the bottom of the lake regrow. It should
prevent the growth of the milfoil for long
enough in Wavin Lake so that a bed of
reeds can be grown around the edge of
the lake. Willows could be planted also
and these combined would help to absorb
a lot of the nutrient-rich run-off from the
surrounding farmland.
Another solution is the use of
limestone gravel which works well in
controlling certain weed species as
it changes the water chemistry and
also the lake bed structure so that
roots cannot easily take hold. The only
problem I encountered when testing
the functionality of the limestone gravel
was the fact that it is a more expensive
solution than the jute matting, as along
with the purchasing of huge amounts
of gravel the actual transportation costs
would also be quite large. It would also
require a lot of man hours and labour
to lay all the gravel and would only be
suitable for use on small fisheries. The lake
in question is around 26 acres. My club
went with the jute matting option and it
is only laid in selected areas of the lake
where the most fishing occurs, as it too is
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The science bit:
making the complicated simpler...

What do fish see?

I won first place in my category at the BT Young Scientists Exhibition. My findings are now
being implemented at the lake and the situation is improving, which is good for wildlife and
anglers alike

an expensive solution and one which many
clubs may not be able to afford.
I feel that if the problem of deteriorating
water quality resulting from agriculture
run-off is not addressed that the future of
fishing in Ireland is not a bright one, and
even globally fishing may become a thing
of the past.
Incidentally, I came first place in
my category in the BT Young Scientist and
Technology Exhibition and then went up to
Northern Ireland to come first place in my
category in the Sentinus Young Innovators.
My fishing club has taken on board what
I found in my study and put in place
many of the solutions I found. There are
sections of jute matting along the margins
of the banks where many people fish.
There is now also a disinfecting station
for equipment and boots, both wading
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and non-wading, to help stop the spread
of other potential invasive weed species.
Next year it is hoped to build a filtration
pond full of reeds on the small feeder
stream that is aimed at improving the
overall quality of water in the lake.
As anglers we can all do our bit to
prevent the spread of invasive species by
disinfecting our equipment and washing
our boats etc. when moving from water
to water. But all of this is a waste of time
without the government co-operating and
doing their part in controlling the pollution
going into the water from farmland.
JC

One of the longest debates in the angling
and indeed the scientific world centres
around what exactly fish are capable
of seeing.

Do they see colour? How
far can they see in front of them?
Do they see as we see? Can they
see us? What follows is a basic

breakdown of current knowledge on
the incredibly complex subject of fish
vision.
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ish as we know them have
been around for some 450
million years. In that time
many countless species
have evolved and, as you
might expect, Nature has tried
many different approaches when it
comes to sight underwater. Some
have persisted, some haven’t.
Some of the oldest species, such
as deep sea hagfish have little
more than light sensitive cells on
their heads instead of eyes, able
to only differentiate between light
and dark. Many fish though have
highly developed vision. In fact,
perhaps surprisingly, fish have
some of the best vision in the
animal kingdom. .
A fish’s eye is quite similar
to that of a human or any other
vertebrate but the components
work in slightly different ways due
to how light behaves underwater.
There is a cornea (for protection),
a lens (for forming an image), an
iris (for adjusting light levels) and
a retina (containing light sensitive
cells). A fish’s cornea is very
rounded which allows it to receive
light information from a wide
field of view, often up to 360°. A
human’s field of view lies at about
180°. Their lenses are almost
spherical which means, despite
their excellent wide angle vision,
objects are typically only focused
in the centre, i.e. a fish must look
directly at something for it to be
in clear focus. Some species, such
as Brown trout, are thought to
be able to sharply focus on near
and far objects at the same time,
much like predatory birds. Overall,
a fish’s eye is better adapted to
see movement and contrast rather
than actual detail. You could say
that many fish are generally short
sighted.
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Humans and many other
animals adjust focus by changing
the shape of the lens. Fish
normally change focus by moving
the lens closer to or further away
from the retina, almost like a
camera. The majority of fish are
not able to adjust their iris, it is
fixed in shape, so they are not
able to control the amount of light
entering the eye. Of course, most
fish do not have eyelids either to
help with this problem. Sharks and
rays (known as ‘elasmobranchs’; a
different evolutionary line of fish)
do have moveable irises and are
the exception.
Predatory fish have eyes
that are quicker to adapt to
changing light levels than most
species and this is probably why
they feed most actively at dawn
and dusk, in low light – they
have a sight advantage over their
prey. It takes most fish quite a
long time to adjust their eyes to
changing light levels (often 1520mins or more) which is the main
reason why
aquarium
fish often
hide for a
short period
hide when
you turn the
tank light on.
Light
is a complex
subject to
understand
in its own
right,
without
adding how
it behaves
underwater
as well! Light
behaves like

a wave, with wavelengths
and frequencies.
Human eyes are only
able to detect certain
wavelengths (the socalled visible spectrum)
despite the fact that many
other types of light exist in the
electromagnetic spectrum (see
diagram). We are not able to see
in X-ray vision, for example, but it
obviously exists!

“

Overall, a fish’s eye is better adapted to see
movement and contrast rather than actual detail

Like most animal eyes, a
fish’s retina contains two types of
cell; rods for determining light and
dark and cones for seeing colour.
We humans have three cones in
our eyes, detecting red, blue and
green light. Fish also possess these
cones meaning they are absolutely
able to see colours, although this
is not possible at night. Again
the exception here is sharks and
rays (few or no cones), which are
mostly colour blind anyway. Colour
vision is used by fish to help
them see prey against a variety of
backgrounds and also to detect

potential mates and predators.
In addition to seeing
colour, we now know that many
animals, such as insects, birds and
many fish, often possess a fourth
type of cone capable of seeing
in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum,
something that is invisible to our
naked eye. This brings vision and
the perception of colours into a
whole new world! Research is
still ongoing but many common
species such as Rainbow trout,
Brown trout (at least when
young), carp, goldfish, pike and
bass appear to be able to see in
ultraviolet.
However, even though
fish may have the capacity to see
a lot in their underwater world
doesn’t always mean they can!
Water clarity (turbidity) hugely

affects the amount of light
penetrating underwater and it
is determined by factors such as
wind action, suspended particles,
algae and angle of the sun. In
a shallow, enriched pond, for
example, water clarity may be so
poor in the warmer months due
to algae (appears green/brown)
that hardly any light penetrates.
Some species’ eyes are adapted
for different environments. Fish
living in predominantly shallow,
clear water (where there is still
much light and therefore colour
penetrating) will typically have
better all-round colour vision.
Deeper sea fish like whiting
and conger eels have large eyes
containing more rods which
allow them to detect more light
in typically dark habitats. Other
species have forgone much of

their vision in favour of other
senses such as Wels catfish (very
small eyes). However, if there is
no or very little light reaching into
the water then a fish will see very
little, regardless of how developed
its eyes are! This is where other
senses such as its lateral line and
“smell” (really the detection of
water soluble chemicals) come
into play when detecting food and
predators.
In addition to seeing
colour, we now know that many
animals, such as insects, birds and
many fish, often possess a fourth
type of cone capable of seeing
in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum,
something that is invisible to our
naked eye. This brings vision and
the perception of colours into a
whole new world! Research is

Did you know?
Some deep sea species have
developed bioluminescence.
This is where organs work with
special bacteria to produce
light, which allows fish
to attract prey and
find mates in total
darkness
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colour) and
more rods to
enable to better
see in deeper
oceanic waters.
Conversely,
Atlantic salmon
possess an
enzyme (called
Cyp27c1) which
is ‘switched
on’ when they
migrate from
the ocean
back to their
spawning
streams.
This enzyme
changes vitamin

still ongoing but many common
species such as Rainbow trout,
Brown trout (at least when
young), carp, goldfish, pike and
bass appear to be able to see in
ultraviolet.
Even though fish may
have the capacity to see a lot in
their underwater world doesn’t
always mean they can! Water
clarity (turbidity) hugely affects
the amount of light penetrating
underwater and it is determined
by factors such as wind action,
suspended particles, algae and
angle of the sun. In a shallow,
enriched pond, for example,
water clarity may be so poor
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in the warmer months due to
algae (appears green/brown)
that hardly any light penetrates.
Some species’ eyes are adapted
for different environments. Fish
living in predominantly shallow,
clear water (where there is still
much light and therefore colour
penetrating) will typically have
better all-round colour vision.
Deeper sea fish like whiting
and conger eels have large eyes
containing more rods which
allow them to detect more light
in typically dark habitats. Other
species have forgone much of
their vision in favour of other
senses such as Wels catfish (very
small eyes). However, if there is

A1 to vitamin A2, which has
the ability to enhance vision of
longer wavelength light (red and
infrared), enabling the fish to
see better and further in shallow
freshwaters.
Even in clear water, most
of the visible spectrum (the
colours we can see) is absorbed
within about 10m (33ft) of the
surface (see diagram ). The shorter
wavelengths like red, orange and
yellow disappear first and appear
as shades of grey. The notion that
red fishing line is “invisible” to
fish as it is the first wavelength
to disappear is largely incorrect.
It is less visible, but not invisible.

A fish’s eye will still be able to
see it as a shade of grey under
typical conditions. In murky water
red light may very well disappear
within just a foot or two of the
surface. A yellow bait will still
appear yellow at say 25ft but
won’t be as bright a yellow as at
10ft.
The longer wavelengths
of green and blue are able to
penetrate further underwater
before disappearing (being
absorbed). Blue is the last to go
which is why deep water in the
ocean often appears blue when
underwater. The deeper you go
the less colour there is. Usually

no or very little light reaching into
the water then a fish will see very
little, regardless of how developed
its eyes are! This is where other
senses such as its lateral line and
“smell” (really the detection of
water soluble chemicals) come
into play when detecting food and
predators.
Amazingly, some fish species
actually change the anatomy
of their eyes before they
migrate for spawning. Eels, for
example, actually increase the
diameter of their eyes before
running from freshwater to
the sea which equates to
larger lenses, less cones (for

“

Even in clear water, most of the visible
spectrum (the colours we can see) is absorbed
within about 10m (33ft) of the surface
Issue 10
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all visible light is gone by the
time 100m (330ft) is reached.
Some species have developed
bioluminescence (“glow in the
dark”) where their organs work
with bacteria to produce their own
light sources. This allows members
of the same species to locate each
other for shoaling and mating and
is also used to attract curious prey
fish to within striking distance.
Pretty clever!
As most of you reading
this will know, fish can definitely
see what’s going on above the
surface, including spotting you!
Aside from how a fish’s eyes are
constructed, all fish looking up
towards the surface will see a
round hole of light. This is known
in physics as “Snells window“ and
is to do with how light is refracted
as it hits water – it’s complicated!
This means that when looking up,
fish can only see through a 97.2°
window. The very same applies to
us and is why underwater photos
looking up towards a diver feature
a round halo of light and appear
distorted. The centre of this
window is clear and in focus to a
fish but becomes blurred towards
the edges. A fish struggles to
focus on objects directly above it
though. Outside of this 97.2° field
a fish cannot see anything above
the water, only a reflection of the
surface underneath. The higher
the fish is in the water the more
clearly it is able to see, although
it all depends on water clarity,
ripples on the surface and light
levels above the water’s surface.
The laws of physics tell us that a
fish cannot see much above a 10
to 20° angle on the horizon so
if we can stay below that height
then we are as good as invisible to
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the fish. Be quiet though as they
may still sense your vibrations!
So, to finish, what does all
this mean for anglers, other than
giving you a major headache…
An old Sea trout fishing adage
says “dark night, dark fly; light
night, light fly” This makes some
sense as a dark fly will create
a stronger silhouette against a
dark background, and vice versa.
Lure fishermen in both sea and
freshwater often follow the same
logic on dull and bright days or
times of the day. Given that many
fish can see in UV, fluorescence
of colours would seem to play a
large role in fish detecting anglers
baits, which adds yet another
complicated dimension to it all!
Now it suddenly becomes much
more difficult to choose a bait that
is the “right colour” – because,
after all, what is colour? What
a fish sees and what we see are
clearly very different, and different
fish see colours slightly differently.
This may even vary between
individual fish, or fish of different
ages which ties in well with a lot of
anecdotes from fly and especially
carp anglers who find certain
colours more effective for certain
age classes of fish.
We may never truly
understand what exactly a fish
sees through its eyes but if
nothing else it gives us anglers
something to ponder over when
we are not catching!

Did you know?
Like humans, fish eyesight
quality is also highly dependent
on diet. For example, a
deficiency of vitamin B1
(thiamine) can lead to lower
prey capture rates and
reduced growth
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Hover over product
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tap to buy!
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LEFT
AN OLD, VERY LONG AND THIN TWO-TONE
BREAM OF 10LBS 0.5OZ FROM 2003, MY
SECOND NORTHERN DOUBLE AFTER I
RELUCTANTLY MOVED AWAY FROM NaGLACK

I

BIG BREAM
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Part 1
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Last year (issues 2 and 3) I wrote about the golden
age for big bream at NaGlack and Monalty, which
eventually came to an end around the Millennium.
This article brings things up to date with an account
of my exploits this century, which have included
lengthy barren spells, culminating in an epiphany
that led me finally to change my approach...

continued to fish NaGlack fruitlessly
right through the noughties, catching
occasional tench but no bream, but
from 2002 I also reluctantly started looking
elsewhere. I turned first to a Co. Down lake
that used to hold a huge population of medium
bream (4-6lbs) in the 1980s. I’d heard it too
had suffered a fish-kill, and stopped by in
April 2002 just to renew acquaintance. This is
an idyllic but inaccessible lake, and back then
it saw very little angling pressure, so I was
surprised on this chilly morning to see what
looked like a bivvy in a distant corner. After
a long walk, the sleepy occupant emerged
for what would prove to be an important
encounter.
		
Mark Wilson from Portadown
was that rarity, another bream enthusiast.
Moreover, Mark had spent a lot of time at this
lake, and he generously shared full details of
swims, tactics and catches. Mark would later
witness my first two bream that autumn, in
consecutive casts, the second (at 10lbs 1oz)
marking my first ever Northern double,
followed soon after by my first Northern tench.
The following summer, he and I matched each
other fish-for-fish one hazy August afternoon
when the bream unexpectedly switched on
and started to roll and feed after lunch. Longrange maggot feeders, in tandem with the
obligatory maggots on a 16-hook, accounted
then for a second double – this time, a very
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long and thin fish which had probably been
much heavier in its prime.
		
NaGlack-style Hiawatha tactics
worked well here too, and fortunately I had
use of a small boat. The fish would sometimes
roll in tight concentrations, but often beyond
casting range from the bank. Unlike NaGlack,
they had a frustrating habit of rolling over the
bait but not going down - all that was missing
was the proverbial two-fingered salute as they
moved off.
		
Gradually it became clear that
this lake was similar to NaGlack and Monalty,
with an ageing and dwindling shoal of big
fish, only its life-cycle was perhaps 5 or 6
years behind NaGlack’s. It yielded no bream
for me in either 2004 or 2005, by which time
I had entered my “wilderness years”, with no
clear idea where the next big bream would
come from. 2006 offered temporary respite,
when I arrived at dawn one July morning to
find bream rolling and moving rapidly left to
right. I ran ahead of them to the first spot
clear of trees (for casting purposes), and
catapulted in as much groundbait, corn and
maggots as I could. It worked. The bream
arrived soon afterwards, and I quickly had
six fish to 9lbs+.
I was even able
to
persuade
Jimmy McMahon
to travel north
and join me
the
following
morning, and he
too was rewarded
with a 9lbs fish.
But, alas, that
proved to be the
lake’s swan song.
I only ever had
one fish after that,
despite countless
visits over the
next 4 years. On
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many occasions I simply rowed around for
hours, without even assembling my rods,
looking for fish that refused to betray their
whereabouts.
		
I continued looking further
afield. Several lakes around Castleblayney,
Ballybay, Cootehill and Clones offered
reasonable prospects for restoring my selfbelief with some medium bream. I also
hunted out some lesser-known venues with
no reputation, but which ticked at least some
of the right boxes (e.g. within a limestone
bedrock region where the fish tend to grow
big, or on private land with little or no
poaching). On one such venue – little more
than a pond, really – I’d unthinkingly started
fishing in the middle of the pond, which
proved to be deep, flat and devoid of fish,
but when I switched to float-fishing at the
edge of the lilies, I was pleasantly surprised
to net a succession of tench, a 3lbs roach x
rudd hybrid, some big eels, and a beautiful
6½lb bream. But NaGlack had set the bar
very high, and I was prepared to travel as far
as Leitrim and even Offaly in search of those
elusive doubles.
		
Perhaps more importantly, I

“ Unlike NaGlack, they had a frustrating habit of
rolling over the bait but not going down - all that was
missing was the proverbial two-fingered salute as
they moved off ”
started to get cross with myself. I was
visiting a new lake most weekends,
provided it wasn’t too wet or cold.
Without a boat, and in sore need of
a hip replacement, I was no longer
capable of lugging gear across muddy
fields and swampy margins. So I would
pick a convenient spot, sometimes not
even bothering to plumb the depth
or test the bottom, and I’d bait-up by
catapult c.40 yards out. Most days I
would get a handful of small fish, with
just the occasional tench or bream,
but often it was a complete blank.
There were even blank days when I’d
go the whole day without re-casting. It
was all too easy to seize on the readymade excuses - wrong location, too
hot, too cold, too calm, too bright. I
realised that I was learning absolutely
nothing; if anything, I was regressing.
I had become the classic weekend
angler - someone who cast in, flicked
the switch on the bite-indicators to
“ON”, and the switch in my brain to
“OFF”. It was needle-in-a-haystack
fishing, with results to match. Something had
to change.
		
The main change was to flick
the brain-switch back to “ON”. Jimmy and I
had fished in a cocoon for 20 years, with no
need to compare notes with other anglers. I’d
noticed articles in Angling Times about hairrigs, boilies and pellets, but it never occurred
to me to follow suit. I was a Luddite rather
than an innovator. While Jimmy and the

LEFT
A LOVELY 3LB ROACH X RUDD HYBRID FROM
A SMALL, DEEP AND SECLUDED POND WHICH I
FISHED DURING MY “WILDERNESS YEARS”

ABOVE
ONE OF SEVERAL 11LBS+ FISH SINCE THE
NaGLACK YEARS
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“ I had become the classic weekend angler - someone
who cast in, flicked the switch on the bite-indicators
to “ON”, and the switch in my brain to “OFF”. It was
needle-in-a-haystack fishing, with results to match.
Something had to change.”

late Vincent Baker had caught bream with
super-glued maggots and marshmallows
respectively, I stubbornly resisted every
advance; from forward-pointing rods (NO, it
had to be a 9½ft swingtip rod, 45⁰ to the bank),
to the use of Optonics (that was cheating) to
the use of a boat (ditto). I’ve always been 1020 years behind the curve, and it’s only in the
last 3 or 4 years that I’ve finally bitten the bullet
and started to experiment. 		
		
I’ve mainly got tench anglers
and the internet to thank for bringing me to
a point where I’m routinely now using hairrigged fake corn, or fake casters, on boltrigs. I’m also constantly scrutinising maps
and weather forecasts, and fishing through
the night again, something I hadn’t really
done properly for 25 years. I no longer just
pick a convenient spot and fish 40-50 yards
out. A lot of thought and research goes into
my choice of swim, and a lot of plumbing
and some raking takes place before I finally
position my marker and start to scatter bait
around it. Alternatively, I now use a spomb
rather than a catapult, if I don’t have access to
a boat.
		
YouTube videos of feeding
bream have been a revelation. Instead of
the bream moving slowly and methodically
across a bed of feed, like a herd of cattle, they
seem to swim back and forward quite quickly
and randomly across the baited area, rarely
stopping long in one spot. They’re not as
tightly shoaled as I would have expected, and
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more often than not they avoid the hookbait;
sometimes, avoiding the freebies too. It
certainly helps to visualise what’s happening
beneath the surface, although ideally I’d like
to know what the weather was doing during
these video-clips.
		
I can’t pretend that the results
of this more considered approach have
been dramatic, but at least I can now switch
attention between 4-5 waters with proven bigfish potential, and some of them have been
good to me. Probably the biggest difference
of all is that my current venues have only
a tiny population of big bream, with the
result that I feel on most sessions I’m fishing
for just one bite. This isn’t by choice; I just
haven’t yet found a venue that will produce
multiple big fish in single catch, although of
course that remains the ideal. Meantime, the
fish-tracking Hiawatha approach simply no
longer works when there might be only 3 or 4
fish in a pod – or maybe even single survivors

LEFT
THE THINGS YOU SEE WHILST OUT FISHING!
THIS BRIDE ACTUALLY WALKED ACROSS A
PLANK OVER A HUGE MUD-BATH TO GET TO
THE STAND!

ABOVE
THE WAIT FOR A BIG BREAM THIS YEAR
CONTINUES BUT AT LEAST THE TENCH ARE
OBLIGING!

from the oldest year-groups.
		
In recent years, on one such lake,
I was drifting absent-mindedly in the boat on
a scorching June afternoon. For a precious
few seconds the ripple cleared, and despite
the glare I caught a tantalising glimpse of
three enormous bream, motionless in midwater at the edge of the lilies. It was a heartstopping moment, but the ripple immediately
reappeared, and of course I couldn’t replicate
that momentary insight into their underwater
world. It was a bit like those fantastic dreams
where you immediately regret waking, and
frantically back-track in a doomed bid to
rejoin your dream, only for the details to fade
faster than you can retrieve them. But there
were clearly only three fish there, and that has
been borne out as any bream caught at that
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lake are invariably solitary. Since then, I’ve
often thought about how to set the table for
dinner when just two or three big bream are
the guests.
		
I’ve definitely been lucky with
the bigger fish over the years, getting more
than my fair share of 10lbs and 11 lbs fish. In
reality though, judged over 35 years in pursuit
of big bream, and particularly the hundreds
of blanks in recent years, the figures aren’t so
impressive. The occasional solitary big fish
I’ve had, particularly this century, should be
seen not as vindication of my approach, but
more as consolation prize for all those blanks.
My PB was one such solitary compensation
prize, and it came quite unexpectedly, in early
Spring, from a water that I’d neglected for five
of those wilderness years.
		
I’d previously caught mainly
tench from this lake, with only a handful of
bream up to 8lbs+. Now I’d returned on the
strength of a rumour that it had produced
doubles. I’d borrowed a friend’s boat and
rowed around looking for signs of life, but
with no encouragement. I finally settled on
a swim where I’d seen a single solitary swirl,
but without much optimism, as I’d gotten
used to having my hopes raised by halfglimpsed grebes, or tench, or even otters. I
was still using exclusively Maxima – 4lbs
mainline with a 2½lb hooklength, and the
old faithful, four maggots on a 16 hook. This
was the standard set up I’d been using during
my weekly trips to myriad different lakes with
medium bream, and I’d simply been too lazy
to change it. I wasn’t unduly worried about
the light line, though, as the lilies hadn’t yet
reached the surface, and in any event I didn’t
feel my prospects were good
		
By midday I’d had just a few
small perch. The sun was out and the predawn start was catching up on my tired eyes,
so there was a trace of irritation on my part
when the Optonic signalled yet another
nuisance fish. I struck and started to horse
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“ I’ve often thought about how to set the table for dinner when just two or three big
bream are the guests”
the fish in, simultaneously jerking the rod
violently as the angle of the line indicated it
was caught under a sub-surface lily. Meantime
the “perch” had now surfaced close in, with
a distinct golden gleam amongst the mass
of weed. I had to leave it to flounder while
I worked out how to free the line from this
lily pad, which on closer inspection turned
out to be a sunken fence-post encrusted in
mussels. Relief then took over, mixed with a
degree of embarrassment at my antics when
winding in, half-hoping to shake it off in the
process, because this was actually quite a nice
bream, now that I finally inspected it beneath
the weed. Maybe even a specimen. And each
time I looked at it afresh, it just seemed to
grow a bit more. When I eventually lifted it
from the net and noticed its girth, I tried to
suppress my excitement. An inner voice
was whispering that this could be my
first double for several years.
		 We all have our
milestones on the way to the grave,
and this will always be one of mine. By
the time I’d checked the scales for a third
and then a fourth time, there was no mistake.
The “perch” I’d tried to shake off was
nearly 12lbs! 11lbs 14½ozs, to be
precise. After all the frustrations
of those wilderness years, it was
as if suddenly I’d crossed some
invisible threshold and rejoined the ranks of the grownups again. Realistically, I’ll
probably never beat it, but it
won’t be for want of trying.
CC

RIGHT
THIS INCREDIBLE FISH OF 11LBS 14.5OZ
BROUGHT ME OUT OF MY “WILDERNESS
YEARS” AND I FEEL I HAVE FISHED MUCH
BETTER SINCE. WHETHER I’LL BEAT THIS PB
OR NOT IS DOUBTFUL, BUT IT WONT BE FOR
WANT OF TRYING!

In part 2, I’ll venture a few preliminary impressions and conclusions after
dipping my toe into the strange new world of hair-rigs, artificial baits and
bolt-rigs. I hope some of you might find it interesting…
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If people concentrated on
the really important things in
life, there’d be a shortage of
fishing poles
~ Doug Larson
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Thanks for reading...

Casting a new eye on angling

